


AS ONE OF MAN’S OLDEST TRADITIONS, HUNTING IS NOT ONLY A 
PASSION BUT A WAY OF LIFE. For those of us who choose the hunting 
life, there is a piece of our soul that beckons us to take to the woods, to 
the bush, to the water, or the mountains and reconnect with the ways of 
old. We respect the wildlife that we pursue. 
 
At Adam Clements Safari Trackers, we understand this need, because 
we feel the call as well. We strive to give our clients an adventure and 
memories to last a lifetime, and hunting stories that can be passed 
around the campfire for future generations. Whether you want that big 
black-mane lion, 200+ inch Mule Deer, or a trophy big-horn sheep,  
we have a hunt for everyone. With a devotion to customer service and 
knowledge of the industry, we will help you plan from beginning to end. 
 
I was born and raised in Tanzania, East Africa to missionary parents who 
dedicated their lives for 42 years. I grew up on the shores of Lake Victoria 
right next to the famous Serengeti National Park as my backyard. I grew 
up hunting as early as I can remember and that passion for wildlife has 
never faded to this day. I did a lot of animal control hunting for the gov-
ernment for Hippos, Lions, and Leopards at an early age along with a lot 
of Buffalo hunting.  

At the age of 19, I 
went to the University 
of Tennessee and got 
my BS degree. During my 
University years, I worked for 
the police department and 
ended up working as undercover 
narcotics for the government after 
that. After several shootings, being 
shot at, being stabbed, and receiving 
the Purple Heart from the government, 
I decided that I would pursue my real  
passion of hunting. So, in 1994 I started 
Adam Clements Safari Trackers and  
gradually grew my company one client at a 
time into the successful company it is today. 
 
I have to date taken with clients 134 Leopards 
and 90 Lions and known by many of my clients 
as the cat man! I can only say thanks to my loyal 
clients and to those of you who have hunted with 
me in the past and present, for without your trust 
in me, I would not be where I am today!  
 
I am very blessed to have met and married my 
beautiful and smart wife Sarah who is a Pharmacist 
and who also handles my accounting. We have a 
beautiful daughter Fairyn who is just as smart as her 
mother and loves the outdoors and being in Africa.  
 
We as a family strive to give you our very best when 
you book your adventure with us and I can assure 
you that my experience and knowledge of this in-
dustry will save you time and money. 

About Us...
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When you embark on a journey to Africa for a Hunting or Photographic  
Safari, you are going because you want to embrace a new adventure by  
experiencing things you are unable to view anywhere else. 
 
We strive to ensure a successful Safari full of memorable experiences 
created by our knowledgeable team of professionals. It is not only the  
adventure that creates a successful Safari, it is the people you are  
surrounded with, their culture, the smells of the African wilderness,  
being awakened at dusk by the chirping of the Birds, the roar of the Lion 
at night, the tastes of different foods or being so close to a Leopard that 
you can almost feel its breath on you. These are just a few of the memories 
that we would create for you, your family, and your friends. It is not just a 
Hunt or Photographic Safari being offered but an unforgettable adventure 
and experience. 
 
To all of the clients who booked and hunted with us this year, I’d like  
to thank you for allowing me and our entire team the opportunity to 

create a memorable experience. I hope that your Safari was 
above and beyond your expectations as I strive to offer 

nothing less than the very best experience for each 
client. We have had another outstanding year with 

some of the most beautiful trophies taken. Our  
brochure speaks for itself with many satisfied 
clients. We have taken them on a journey, and 
the images are just a mere reflection of the life-
long memories that turned their dreams into  
reality. I would like to personally thank all of our  

Professional Hunters and Outfitters that I work 
with for doing an outstanding job, as always. 

To my office staff, a tremendous amount  
of gratitude for a great year in assisting 
each and every client. Of course, many 

thanks to our clients, as we owe our  
success to them! 

 
When you book a Safari with Adam Clements Safari Trackers, you can be assured that you are booking a top-quality Safari. I only 
deal with the very best Outfitters and areas, personally spending my own time and money visiting each to ensure that my clients will 
be taken care of. For those of you who have not booked a Hunting, or Photographic Safari with us, I hope that you will give us a call 
and allow us to turn your dreams into a reality, creating treasured lifelong memories for you, your family, and friends.

Crystal and David Watts: Our biggest partners in our mission for conservation.

Crystal Watts

David Watts



Some of our Great Staff...

Professional Hunter ~ Micah Du Plooy Fishing Guide/Anti-Poaching ~ Tristan PeacockProfessional Hunter  ~ Blake Wilhelmi

Professional Hunter  ~ Albe
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Personal Assistant/Management/Massage  
Therapist ~ Erma Wati

Administration/Accounting ~ Sarah Clements



Government/Community Logistics ~  MhinaAccounting Department ~ Hassan Operations/Client Meet & Greet ~Kamal
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Drivers/Security Guards Drivers/Mechanic ~ Freddie Top Mechanic~ JamesTrophy Handling/Crating Team

Trackers ~ Doto, Freddie and Mamadi The Overseer of All ~ Adam ClementsHuman Resources/Massage Therapist ~ Faraja 



Adam Clements Safaris Limited is our actual operating company in 
Tanzania. The government concessions that we offer in Tanzania are all 
managed and operated with our own camps, staff, vehicles, and supplies. 
We have our own big office located in Arusha to handle all operations 
and trophy exports. 
 
Tanzania is a land that has lured famous explorers and adventurers for 
centuries. Tanzania to this day still lures adventurers and sportsmen  
from around the world. It is one of the last remaining countries in Africa  
where you can still experience the true East African adventure. Whether  
it be hunting for the big cats, big buffalo, and special plains game, sight-
seeing and photography, or climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania has 
everything. If you truly want an adventure and experience that is  
unmatched, then Tanzania is the country of choice. Apart from hunting  
or sightseeing, the most important aspect of your Safari should be the 
unforgettable memories of the unique atmosphere of the African bush 
along with the people, animals, skills, sights, smells and sounds that you 
encounter while in Tanzania. 
 
Books have been written and movies filmed, attempting to describe  
the impassioned grip Africa can have on the soul. From the days when 
hundreds of porters would carry supplies for months-on-end expeditions, 
to today, when the most remote places are accessible by light aircraft, 
there is an adventure and romance associated with a Safari in the African 
wilderness. 

 

For some, such as Adam 
Clements Safaris, that  
adventure has become a way 
of life. Whether you seek a  
luxurious wildlife adventure,  
a remote and rugged area, a 
family holiday, or if you are  
a photographer with a mission, we will help you organize your journey. 
 
We have excellent areas and camps. Whether you're in Northern Tanzania 
on the Masai plains, or in Western Tanzania, you will have an experience 
that will bring your dreams to reality and memories to last a lifetime.  
In Tanzania, the areas we have are all PRIME areas where you can be  
assured of quality trophies, first-class camps, equipment, and our  
personal attention. 
 
Contact us directly by email or telephone to get a price sheet and  
details for Tanzania. 
 
Lake Natron North ~ Northern Tanzania 
Moyowosi Game Reserve ~ Western Tanzania  

TANZANIA
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Detail is a priority at Adam Clements Safari. Our camps and food are extremely important, so we ensure that our camps are quality, our food is  
delicious, and our service is first class.

Camp...
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ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARIS ~ SAMASE & BWERU HUNTING CAMPS 

Moyowosi Game Reserve
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Adam and team was  
outstanding…without a 
doubt these guys are A++.
~ Susan and DJ Rubio, ACST Clients
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If I have ever seen magic, 
it has been in Africa.
~ John Hemingway
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If there were one 
more thing I could 
do, it would be to go 
on Safari once again.
~ Karen Blixen
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Best hunting company on the 
Dark Continent…cannot wait 
to book my next hunt.

~Jason Dennis, ACST client
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Memories in the Bush...
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Our Malagarasi River in the Moyowosi Game Reserve is the wildest most remote 
and best fishery there is for Tiger fishing in my opinion. We have 200 km of river 
that you will fish during your six-day trip. Set deep in an untouched corner of West-
ern Tanzanian wilderness. This area is home to monster 20-pound-plus Tigers. No-
body else can offer you 200 km of private remote fishing all to yourself where you 
fish all 200 km! A trip to Tanzania, Africa is without a doubt a journey to the wildest 
edge of fly fishing, and with our guide one of the most experienced guides in the 
entire region. The Malagarasi River is hands-down the finest, wildest, and most 
productive African Tiger fishery that Africa has to offer. If you want to experience a 
fun wild and remote fishing destination where you can catch big Tiger Fish, get to 
see beautiful bird life and experience an adventure fly camping in remote Africa, 
then this is the place. 2x1 or 4x2 = $7,200 for six (6) days. Ask for a full brochure. 

WWW.ACSTIGERFISHING.COM

Malagarasi River Fishing
ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARIS 
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ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARIS 

Lake Natron North
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If you only visit two  
continents in your lifetime, 
visit Africa twice.
~ R. Elliot
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ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARIS 

Anti-poaching & Management

OUR ANTI-POACHING UNITS SPEND 365 DAYS A YEAR IN OUR CONCESSIONS  
PATROLLING. We patrol by vehicle, boat, helicopter, tractor, and foot to ensure we cover 
land, swamp, and rivers. 
 
For each concession, we have one Unit that consists of four Government game Rangers 
and four company-trained staff. 
 
Our presence and effectiveness since we started in these areas have been tremendous. 
When we first took over these areas, there was very little to no Elephant sign or sightings. 
Within only a few months to half a year of our strict conservation and anti-poaching the 
Elephants started to return, to where now we have daily fresh signs and sightings. 
 
The Hippos had been poached out of the Malagarasi River when we started, and now the 
Hippos have started to return and we are starting to see new life and more abundance of 
game in the River where there had not been any protection for many years. 
 
These are just a few success stories, but overall the game is abundant and with our  
protection, we plan to increase the numbers even more. 
 
Conservation does not just happen with Anti-poaching and community education.  
Interaction is very important. We work very closely with our fellow Game department and  
government with our outlying villages that border our concessions to the west, trying to 
educate them on the value of wildlife and what wildlife and heritage mean to them. 
 
Also, that part of the revenue that we get from the wildlife does go back to them with 
what we provide to their communities with different projects. Projects such as schools, 
food, equipment for hospitals, education and so forth. 
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~  Provide proactive assistance to the Tanzanian Government 
     and the people of Tanzania with their efforts to conserve 
     their network of protected areas. 
 
~  Engage rural communities in the conservation of their  
     natural heritage and empower them to alleviate some  
     of the conditions that contribute to poverty. 
 
~  Monitor, research and facilitate initiatives in sustainable  
     utilization of natural resources.
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Our Mission...
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ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARIS 

Goals and Accomplishments
WE HAVE BEEN VERY BLESSED to have a few very loyal supporters of 
our mission and goals, which have supported us. Thanks to a handful of 
loyal clients who have supported us in our dedication and have seen our 
mission in our areas, we have been able to accomplish so much and grow 
in our conservation. Last year we purchased a boat to start patrolling our 
Malagarasi River, where we began a 24/7 Anti-Poaching Unit. Our unit 
has been a huge success; we have managed to patrol and clean up the 
entire 200km of river that we control. This river system is now protected. 
The Hippos are coming back, the crocodiles are sunbathing peacefully, 
the animals are grazing along the banks without being snared, and the 
birdlife on the river is out of this world. With additional support, we  
ordered more boats to protect this vital ecosystem so that this paradise 
can continue to flourish, allowing us to utilize it further for fishing,  
hunting, and bringing in revenue to support the anti-poaching. 

We were also able to conduct Anti-Poaching with a helicopter this year 
which is the only method to control poaching within our swamp  
ecosystem. The helicopter addition was a huge success and the only  
effective way to patrol our massive swamps. Our swamps are home to  
the rare Sitatunga, Shoebill Stork, and many other species who use the 
swamp as protection like Elephant, Hippo, Crocodile, Waterbuck, Bush-
buck, etc. If we do not stay dedicated to our cause and mission, these  
animals will be poached. It is very costly to run air patrol, and we thank 
all those who have hunted with us and those who have directly allowed 
us to protect the wildlife and areas that we love dearly.
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YOUR SAFARI IS IMPORTANT, AND SO IS SHIPPING YOUR  
TROPHIES HOME. So important that Adam Clements Safaris  
oversees the process from start to finish. First, we begin with skinning, 
salting, and drying the trophies in camp. From there, the trophies are 
transported to our Arusha office location, which has an onsight climate-
controlled storage warehouse. Here, our full-time staff will safely store 
and protect your trophies. Our team is also personally responsible for 
dipping, packing and crafting custom crates with the utmost care for 
each client's trophies. We ensure that every anatomical part of the 
 trophy is appropriately packed and ready for the journey home.  
 
Once the Tanzanian government issues the trophy shipping paperwork, 
our team transfers the trophies to the shipping agent and airline. After 
receiving final approval from the client's broker, we allow the trophies 
to ship home.

Trophy Handling & Shipping
ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARIS 



BUILD YOUR ADVENTURE. Whether you want a luxurious wildlife  
adventure, a lightweight walking Safari, a family holiday, or some wildlife 
shots to add to your photography portfolio, we can plan your perfect trip.  
Because we customize every African photo Safari to your needs, expectations 
and budget, you can be sure it’ll be the trip of a lifetime. Choose a 5-star 
tented experience or rest your head in a cozy lodge. The sky is the limit. 

WWW.GOLDENSKYSAFARIS.COM

Custom African Photo Safaris
GOLDEN SKY SAFARIS 

Where would you like to go?



OFFICE: (210) 698-0077 | ADAM: (210) 379-5880 | adam@safaritrackers.com | safari@safaritrackers.com

www.safaritrackers.com
ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARI TRACKERS


